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CARP is pleased to respond to subject consultation.  

It is an initiative that has been in the works for years, led by the mutual fund 

dealers association of Canada (MFDA). It is an important initiative particularly 

because, according to Morningstar research, Canadian investment fund fees are 

among the highest in the world.  



Mercer says in its latest Retirement Readiness Barometer that paying typical 

investing fees can result in having to work years longer to achieve a financially 

secure retirement and increase the risk of running out of money after you exit 

the work force. The new Mercer analysis of various investment management fees in 

the market found that a representative individual paying the median level of fees 

available to the individual investor (1.9%) would be retirement ready by age 70 – 

well above the traditional retirement age of 65. If that doesn’t get people to review 

the fees on their retirement investments, nothing will. Mercer report Higher fees 

can set back retirement by four years | Mercer Canada

https://www.mercer.ca/en/newsroom/mercer-retirement-readiness-barometer-

2022.html

We support the cost reporting initiative as it provides the information necessary for 

seniors to better control investing costs, the one aspect of their account they can 

control. 

For those costs not currently disclosed in the current disclosure is only available on 

a non-consolidated basis. Investors receive different pieces of information at 

various times in different reports or must obtain information by going to different 

documents or websites. Having to receive/obtain information in this manner makes 

it unnecessarily difficult for investors, especially seniors, to understand the 

aggregate impact of costs and compensation on their accounts.

We appreciate that 100% client-specific accuracy may not be achievable due to the 
timing of Fund Facts MER disclosures, and data would not include rebates and/or 
temporary fee waivers. This is an acceptable imperfection as long as the issue is 
treated in an identical manner by all Dealers and Insurers.

The presentations should be clear, not confusing and lead to true investor 
comprehension as opposed to fulfilling a regulatory requirement. Font size should 
be easy to read. A glossary of key terms used is essential to support investor 
understanding.

Requiring equivalent reporting in the insurance industry is a real positive. A better 
understanding of segregated fund costs is important for seniors focussed on capital 
preservation. A harmonized approach will also reduce the opportunities for 
improper regulatory arbitrage.



Based on the sample reports provided, it seems to us that the reporting is clear, but 
such an assessment is best made by having investors from all demographics 
actually be exposed before deciding on a final format. No doubt behavioural 
finance experts have lent their expertise to the proposals.

Enhanced cost reporting will allow investors to better assess the benefits of the 
services provided.

We encourage the CSA to start preparing investor guidance documents on how to 
use the new cost reporting disclosures for more informed decision making.

Since seniors have a shorter timeline to recover from the adverse effects of fee 
erosion, the faster this initiative is implemented the better. It should be a high 
regulatory priority with as short a transition time as possible.

The fee and account reports should continue to be made available, free, in paper 
format if that format is preferred by investors.

The CSA should publish the metrics it intends to use to measure the success of the 
initiative.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide our viewpoint.

Your truly, 

Bill VanGorder 

Chief Operating & Chief Policy Officer 
VanGorder@CARP.ca 
 902 999 3572 (cell) 
 416 607 7712 (Toronto office) 

C.A.R.P. (also known as the Canadian Association of Retired Persons) is a national, non-
partisan, non-profit organization that advocates for financial security and improved health 
care for Canadians as we age. With over 330,000 members and 27 chapters across Canada, 
C.A.R.P. plays an active role in the creation of policy and legislation that impacts older 
Canadians. C.A.R.P. advocates on behalf of older Canadians with all levels of government 
and collaborates with other organizations on health, ageism, housing, and financial issues.  
www.CARP.ca
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